Hi Greg,

Noticed on one account that the new construction to Facebook for 2014/15 RMV was on the rolls correctly but the MAV and TAV was not. We have corrected the MAV and TAV in our system and am sending you this old email with the corrected numbers (revision) in Red.

From: Shaun Christofferson  
Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2014 5:00 PM  
To: 'KRAMER Gregory A * DOR'  
Subject: FW: long term rural enterprise zone reporting for TY 2014-15

Hi Greg,

Here is this years LTREZ report for you for Crook County. Just two companies which are Facebook and Apple.

**Facebook is receiving a LTREZ:**  
Acct.#19379 (map# 15 15 1-1100) improvement value on rolls of $159,115,240 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $2,403,053.82,  
Acct.#19380 (map# 15 15 1-1102) improvement value on rolls of $206,987,739 $405,268,420 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $3,126,053.03 $6,120,606.84,  
Acct.#65751 (map# 15 15 1-1102) personal property value on rolls of $474,506,820 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $7,166,286.70

**Total tax of the exempt portions of Facebook would have been $12,695,393.55 $15,689,947.36 for 2014-15 year.**

**Apple is receiving a LTREZ:**  
Acct.#19405 (map# 15 15-312) improvement value on rolls of $2,257,990 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $35,810.59,  
Acct.#19406 (map# 15 15-312) improvement value on rolls of $2,450,030 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $39,195.58,  
Acct.#19371 (map# 15 15-312) improvement value on rolls of $546,889 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $546,889,  
Acct.#65781 (map# 15 15-312) personal property value on rolls of $17,911,230 that is exempt would have been tax bill of $286,543.86

**Total tax of the exempt portions of Apple would have been $908,449.03 for 2014-15 year.**